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Abstract

Anomalous occlusion modifications in prosthesis and restorations cause high spots and produces destructive changes to craniomandibular system. Over the years the occlusal interferences in restorations and rehabilitation procedures have been extensively studied using articulating papers. The lack of understanding in this fundamental and important procedure of Gnathology and continuous evolution in the science of articulator papers presents a major challenge to dentist.

Articulating media, variedly called articulating paper, occlusion test materials, occlusion indicators, occlusion markers are available in a range of choices from paper, ribbon, foils, silks, lacquer, sprays, indicating waxes, and of late, computer analyzing systems have been added to the mix. It is available in diverse forms, such as strips, rolls and sheets and can differ in shape - straight, curved and arch form - with commonly available colors such as blue, red and black. The dimensions of the paper are available in microns and classified as thick, thin, extra thin and ultra-thin. The foils produce less smudging and are available in contrasting colors of white and yellow for use with restorations and metal crowns. Each material has its advantages, disadvantages and limitations in their use. An understanding of the science of these materials will aid clinicians in their appropriate usage in varying situations [6].

Articulating paper can be used to first detect occlusal discrepancies in providing justification for directing and implementing corrective treatment procedures. The remedial procedures can then be continued through either Jankelson’s active method or by Schuler’s passive jaw movement method. The contacts can be differentiated as heavy or light pressure contacts. Thereafter, occlusal interferences can be identified with a “two paper” technique. In the first step, a 200 or 100 μm identifier paper media is used to evaluate contacts. Following this, a smaller gauge paper is used to identify halos or occlusal interferences. It is relatively simple to identify and correct discrepancies when contrasting colors are used [7-9].

The occlusal test materials previously used served the purpose and had all the desired requisites of good adaptation to teeth, decreased smudging and marking accuracy in both dry and moist conditions on both teeth and restorative surfaces. There did exist, however, a greater limitation with this conventional technique where quantifying of occlusal contacts cannot be accurately assessed [10-12]. Occlusion scans are now becoming more useful in obtaining the same identifications. The digital analyzer, acting as a force gauge, identifies the contacts, measures the contact force, pressures and timing sequence. It assists the clinician in occlusion adjustments of prostheses, restorations and natural teeth. Though this media is regarded as superior, it is expensive and has a learning curve that requires specialist training [13,14]. The conventional technique offers a range of thickness of papers, whereas reservations exist in the usage of computer analyzing systems used by some clinicians based on the thickness of their sensors and sterile pouches that may skew the data.

In summary, diverse choices are available in occlusal identification media employed in the evaluation of anomalous occlusal contacts such as thickness, color, material and now, new computer technology; therefore the clinician’s understanding of its advantages and limitations becomes more and more essential in the development of healthy, functional chewing systems.
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